Characterization of nanostructured materials using SEM and HREM techniques.
A microstructural characterization based on analytical scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HREM) was carried out on nanostructured M50-type steel and also on nanometer-sized gold particles. Both nanostructured materials were prepared with different chemical methods recently reported in the literature. The obtained nanostructured steel powders were subsequently consolidated into bulk samples. The SEM studies of the M50 compound probes show the presence of pores of different sizes. The composition of the specimens indicates small differences with the M50-type steel alloy, with strong variations of the vanadium amount in the cavities of the compound. The HREM images show the presence of small precipitates in the range of a few nanometers in size. The structural characteristics of the grain boundaries between the nanometric crystallites were also explored. The geometrical relationships between adjacent alpha-Fe grains were obtained for some particular boundary arrangements. The nanometric gold particles show diameters which vary from 4 to 11 nm. Some of these particles display twin boundary arrangements. The nature of these twin arrangements was also explored. Theoretical simulations based on the multislice theory of the electron diffraction dynamical theory were carried out mainly to explore the nature of the twin boundaries obtained in the gold particles. Comparisons between the simulated images and the experimental results are presented.